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The ‘open city’ is perhaps one of the most exciting con-
cepts to emerge from the realm of urban studies in recent 
times. The concept, discussed variously by Rieniets et al. 
(2009) and recently by Richard Sennett (2018), has caught 
the imagination of academics, practitioners, policy makers 
and bureaucrats alike. It has inspired a number of forums, 
film festivals and collectives, including the one from which 
this special issue emerged. In the discussion on the open 
city, however, there has been a proclivity to build the con-
ceptual understanding from spectacular and over-dis-
cussed cases located in privileged urban centres across 
the world, thus exhibiting a metropolitan bias. Sennett’s 
recent book, Building and Dwelling (2018) , in which he at-
tempts to illustrate what ‘opening the city’ might look like, 
clearly exemplifies this bias. The usual culprits, such as the 
cable car and library in Medellin and the half-house by 
Alejandro Aravena in Chile, emerge as the icons of the 
open city in Sennett’s book. Although such cases repre-
sent a vast global diversity, they tend to stay within the 
privileged terrain of familiar cities and replicate city-cen-
tric perspectives. 
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In this article, I critically engage with the open city concept and argue that in order for it to be relevant there is a need 
to move beyond the prevalent city centric focus. Furthermore, I argue that there is an urgent need to attend to the 
political dimensions that lurk behind open systems. In order to understand how open city can be useful beyond classi-
cal agglomeration processes, I look at the agro-urban transformation of villages into tenement towns in the extended 
urban region of Delhi. I discuss the open system of 'plotting urbanism' of the tenement towns vis a vis the closed 
systems of condominiums, industrial townships, special economic zones, and financial districts that emerge congru-
ently. I identify a bottom-up typological innovation, the kalonie that has emerged at the heart of this plotting urbanism 
and through it describe how agrarian land is incrementally transformed into dense 6-storey housing blocks for labour 
migrants. Secondly, I discuss the systematic class exploitation that masquerades beneath the openness of the open 
city. The statistical invisibilisation of such settlements from planning documents, and how compromises between the 
rentiers and corporate capitalists negates possibility of political progress made by labour migrants that inhabit these 
tenement towns. 

Dezentralisierung der Offenen Stadt: Untersuchung von Offenheit an den Landwirtschaftlichen-Urbanen 
Grenzen in Indien
In diesem Artikel setze ich mich kritisch mit dem Konzept der offenen Stadt auseinander und argumentiere, dass es 
aus Gründen der Relevanz, notwendig ist, über den vorherrschenden stadtzentrischen Fokus hinauszugehen. Darüber 
hinaus argumentiere ich, dass es dringend notwendig ist, sich mit den politischen Dimensionen zu befassen, die hinter 
offenen Systemen stehen. Um zu verstehen, wie eine offene Stadt über die klassischen Agglomerationsprozesse hin-
aus nützlich sein kann, betrachte ich die agro-urbane Umwandlung von Dörfern in Mietskasernen in der erweiterten 
Stadtregion von Delhi. Ich diskutiere das offene System des "Plotting Urbanism" der Mietskasernenstädte gegenüber 
den geschlossenen Systemen von Eigentumswohnungen, Industriestädten, Sonderwirtschaftszonen und Finanzdistrik-
ten, die kongruent entstehen. Ich identifiziere eine bottom-up typologische Innovation, die Kalonie, die sich im Herzen 
dieses Plotting Urbanismus herausgebildet hat, und beschreibe dadurch, wie Agrarland schrittweise in dichte 6-stöcki-
ge Wohnblöcke für Arbeitsmigranten umgewandelt wird. Zweitens diskutiere ich die systematische Klassenausbeu-
tung, die sich unter der Offenheit der offenen Stadt verbirgt. Die statistische Unsichtbarmachung solcher Siedlungen 
aus den Planungsunterlagen und die Art und Weise, wie Kompromisse zwischen Mietern und Konzernkapitalisten die 
Möglichkeit eines politischen Fortschritts der Arbeitsmigranten, die diese Mietskasernen bewohnen, negieren.

In this paper, I attempt to extend the open-city discourse 
through decentring it, through informing it from spaces 
emerging at the urban-agrarian frontiers that are not nec-
essarily designed by planning professionals or the state, or 
even officially categorised as urban. Drawing from contem-
porary debates in post-colonial and critical urban theory 
and my research in the extended urban region of Delhi, I 
would attempt to locate the ‘open city’ in marginalised and 
peripheral geographies. 

Openness beyond city centrism

The ‘open city’ has developed in a long line of urban theo-
ries that operationalise the word ‘city’ as a term of political 
analysis. These include but are not limited to ‘the regional 
city’ (Calthorpe and Fulton 2001), ‘the world city’ (Friedma-
nn 1986), ‘the global city’ (Sassen 2001), ‘the 100-mile city’ 
(Sudjic 1993), ‘the liquid city’ (Short 2007), and ‘the ordinary 
city’ (Robinson 2006). Contemporaneously, there have 
been engaged debates on moving beyond ‘city centrism’ 
(Brenner and Schmid 2015) and opening the term ‘city’ to 
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‘beyond the city limits’ (Davidson and Iveson 2015). A con-
sensus seems to be emerging around retaining the term 
‘city’ as an analytical tool, but opening it up to a terrain be-
yond classical agglomeration processes. Reflecting upon 
Sennett’s own discussion on ‘ambiguous edges’, in which 
he describes that the search for the open city should not 
remain limited to the territory of the city, I would like to ar-
gue for the city to be more than merely a tool of toponym-
ic analysis. Can places that might otherwise masquerade 
as rural, such as villages or small towns, exhibit what might 
be considered as the porous system of the open city as 
well? What do open systems look like beyond the familiar 
and central ‘intense, mixed, complex’ life of Nehru Place 
that Sennett (2015) celebrates in Delhi? How do such ‘po-
rous systems’ come into place and sustain? What are the 
everyday struggles in the ‘open cities’ and is there a poten-
tial for reform in them? Through subjecting the urbanising 
agrarian villages in the extended urban region of Delhi to 
an analysis, I hope to extend the concept of ‘the open city’ 
‘beyond the city’. In this search, I utilise what Sennett 
(2018) offers as important markers: ‘the open city operates 
as an open system – incorporating principles of porosity of 
territory, narrative indeterminacy, and incomplete form – it 
becomes democratic not only in a legal sense but as a 
physical experience’. 

Plotting the tenement towns in the Delhi 
region

In the quarter-century since reforms for economic and spa-
tial liberalisation were enacted in India, an important trend 
has taken shape parallel to planned urbanisation. This trend 
involves the rapid transformation of villages into towns and 
large settlements, what Denis et al. (2012) describe as In-
dia’s ‘subaltern and unacknowledged urbanisation’. It has 
been estimated that this has contributed to one-third of the 
urban growth in India (Pradhan 2013) in the last two de-
cades. While the reasons behind ‘subaltern urbanisation’ 
are broad and complex (Zerah 2017), such transformations 
tend to cluster around existing agglomerations such as Del-
hi, usually catering to the unassimilated demographic and 
metabolic pressures of the ‘city of the masterplan’ (Sundar-
am 2009). In Delhi, such urbanisation has happened 
through the gradual and piecemeal transformation of agrar-
ian land into a built form, a process that can be best de-
scribed as ‘plotting urbanism’, borrowing from the vocabu-
lary of urban processes of Schmid et al. (2017). 

While there has been rapid industrial expansion in the Del-
hi region in the recent decades, it has been highly extrac-
tive in nature. The transnational development regimes such 
as the Japanese-funded Delhi-Mumbai Corridor that exem-
plify such industrialisation thrive on a system of exploita-
tion of a large and abundant class of seasonal ‘multilocal’ 
labour migrants coming from the economically depressed 
eastern regions of the country (Schmidt-Kallert and Franke 
2012). The labour migrants that arrive to take up employ-
ment in the region find little housing in the planned city, 
and tenements to cater to them often emerge through 
bottom-up plotting in agrarian villages (Naik 2015). There-
fore, in the specific context of the Delhi region, ‘plotting ur-
banism’ primarily manifests into what I term as ‘tenement 
towns’. These are former villages that develop around a 
rental economy of housing and provisioning for labour mi-
grants. As illustrated in Figure 1, the tenements develop 
contiguously and simultaneously to the emergence of 

‘closed systems’ of walled condominiums, industrial town-
ships, special economic zones, and financial districts. It is 
the openness or porosity of such tenement towns in the 
Delhi region that I would dissect in order to elaborate my 
argument. Although hundreds of tenement towns dot the 
industrial landscape of the extended urban region of Delhi, 
it is relatively easy to read them through a tenement typol-
ogy referred to as kalonie. 

Typological innovation of the tenement 
towns

The kalonie is a typological innovation that emerges at the 
heart of a tenement town. The construction of the kalonie 
is a system of incremental property development that I 
have summarised in Figure 2. The system usually begins 
with the construction of a karkat kalonie (shanty) that in-
cludes a series of cheaply built, load-bearing, mud-plas-
tered brick rooms with corrugated tin roofs, around 3 by 4 
metres in size, separated by a service corridor that dou-
bles as a communal space. A number of shared toilets 
and metered water taps are usually stacked at the end of 
these corridors. The rent of the karkat kalonie rooms, at Rs 
1,500-2,000, is more affordable for the migrants that are 
still finding a foothold in the region. The landlord or rent-
iers deposit rents from the karkat kalonie into a rolling 
communal fund, which they refer to as a ‘committee’. 
There is an annual draw of names, and the winner gets 
the entire collective fund to develop the property into a 
more profitable venture. 

At a point when the landowner is willing and ready to ex-
pand, the karkat kalonie is dismantled. The bricks can easi-
ly be removed due to the mud plaster, and either an inter-
mediate load-bearing brick and cement structure with 
stone slabs and steel beams, or a reinforced concrete-
frame structure is eventually erected in its place. At this 
point, the karkat kalonie becomes a kalonie, from which 
the rentier is able to extract almost twice as much rent per 
room, usually between Rs 2,500-4,000. The kalonies are 
usually between 3 to 6 floors high, with around 16 to 20 
rooms per floor, and organised along a 3-metre-wide dou-
ble-loaded corridor, which also serves as a light shaft and 
community space with a stack of shared toilets. 

The rooms, a tiny 12 square metres on average, are shared 
either by a family or by groups of single seasonal migrants. 
The character of the room changes through the day: in the 
morning, the beds are rolled up and the room transforms 
into a living space; at dinnertime, the pantry setup next to 
the window takes over the space; and at night, the beds 
roll out again. Each kalonie, with a population of anywhere 
between 200 and 400 people, starts to evolve around the 
ties of kinship and community, and the migrants describe 
them as neighbourhood units with a vibrant public life 
playing out in the circulation spaces.

My interactions with the rentiers revealed the lucrative-
ness of the rental business, under which they are able to 
recover the entire cost of construction in less than three 
years. With the receding of industries, a trend is to convert 
kalonies into an even more-profitable form of housing for 
students and professionals referred to colloquially as the 
one-room set type. Although the planning and design of 
the kalonie represents a modular incrementalism, it is de-
signed through experimental estimation and local 
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networks of knowledge exchange; the involvement of de-
sign professionals is rare, if at all. 

The manifestation of kalonie from agrarian land not only 
signals a morphological transformation of the agrarian vil-
lage into the distinctly dense tenement town, but also rep-
resents a social splintering into rentiers and a large class 
of landless labour migrants. The legal ambiguity that allows 
the kalonie to emerge also allows class-based exploitation 
to flourish. The kalonie is not only a source of rent extrac-
tion for the rentiers, but it also becomes a space where, in 
the absence of the state, a system of everyday exploitation 
based on service provision emerges. The rentiers funnel 

the water supply and electricity into privately developed 
grids, often charging the migrants up to three times the 
normal cost for the provision of services. Furthermore, 
even sewage is non-networked and the migrants pay a 
‘poverty premium’ for the septic and solid waste they gen-
erate. Moreover, even the purchase of groceries is often 
tied to the housing contract by the rentiers, thus ensuring 
profitability at every step. 

The spaces that seem ‘democratic’ and ‘open’ at first 
glance masquerade deeper dynamics of systematic class 
exploitation through which the affluent rentiers ensure a 
permanent, unequal relationship with the labour migrants.

 
Figure 1. Complemen-
tarity in the systems of 
opening and closure: the 
conditions emerge congru-
ently in the territory but in a 
complementarity that is often 
exploitative in nature. Illustra 
tion: Nitin Bathla, 2018.
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Statistical invisualisation of the tenement town

While the phenomenon of what I refer to as tenement towns 
features prominently in the grounded ethnographic studies 
(e.g., Cowan 2018; Naik 2015) of researchers working on ur-
banisation in the Delhi region, this phenomenon does not fea-
ture as prominently on the macro-policy level. While the moti-
vation behind such invisualisation is questionable, it is made 
possible through the problematic and differential nature in 
which demographic statistics are collected and treated. To il-
lustrate this, I use the example of Naharpur Kasan, a tene-
ment town located on the edge of an industrial manufacturing 
township in the Delhi region. Officially classified as a rural vil-
lage, the census of 2011 estimates Naharpur Kasan’s popula-
tion at 10,000, while the estimate obtained from the public 
health centre on polio vaccination places the population at 
well over 85,000. This gap of over 75,000 people is made up 

mostly of labour migrants registered by the census in their 
places of origin, thus leading to an invisible daily existence. 

This dual system of accounting, under which urbanisation 
is quantified using census data as a parameter and public 
health data for immunisation, helps maintain a delicate 
balance. It allows for the burden of public amenities to be 
avoided by the state while at the same time avoiding pub-
lic health emergencies. More importantly, this arrangement 
allows the state to deny the proliferation of highly uneven 
urbanisation through manipulating data. Furthermore, at 
the level of everyday life, this play of numbers not only invi-
sualises the class struggles characterising the tenement 
towns but also allows for a governance gap to emerge that 
is usually filled by political and corporate patronage.

Plotting reforms in the tenement towns

To understand how the tenement towns operate in a fine bal-
ance without buckling under their own pressure, the political 
patronage of land transformation comes in handy. The tene-
ment towns emerge from the plotting of former agricultural 
cadastral (khasras) in an intricate arrangement that involves a 
coloniser (real estate agent) striking a compromise between 
the local land-owning class and officials from the revenue de-
partment. A stamp duty tax is paid to the revenue depart-
ment and the ownership of the land parcels is transferred 
from the main-owner to the owners of the plotted parcels; 
the land use remains agricultural on the paper, and the reve-
nue department pretends to be oblivious to the ground con-
ditions. As the property production is rooted in a delicate 
compromise, it inevitably becomes intertwined in the caste-
class hierarchies of the former villages. In the specific case of 
Delhi region, the Yadav and Jat clans that have historically 
maintained control over agrarian land have emerged as the 
new political elite of the tenement towns. Thus, the tenement 
towns not only inherit the formal morphology of the agricul-
tural cadastral but also the system of governance and 

 
Figure 2. Typological 
innovation of modular 
kalonie: from agrarian land 
to built form. Illustration: Nitin 
Bathla, 2018.

Figure 3. The kalonie in 
its final iteration. Pictured 
here is what the final form 
of the kalonie looks like 
when it transforms into the 
‘one-room’ type. Photo: Nitin 
Bathla, 2019. 

Plotting of agrarian land Karkat Kalonie Stone-slab kalonie Reinfordec cement Kalonie

A colonizer (real estate agent) subdivides land 

into smaller parcels, transfers ownership 

through the revenue department and 

arranges for circulation.

The karkat kaloine emerges as the first 

typology for property creation and rental 

exploitation. Consists of mud-plastered walls 

with tin roofing.

This typology emerges as an intermediate 

step. Stone slabs supported by steel I-beams 

rest on load bearing brick walls.

This typology consists of a Reinforced 

concrete frame, usually more floors are 

in time, it also allows for the layout to be 

modified.

Landuse remains agricultural at least on 

paper

One time stamp duty tax: 10-12%

Ground floor only

Monthly Rent: Rs 1,000 - 1,500

Upto four floors

Monthly Rent: Rs 2,000 - 2,500

Usually between 4-6 floors

Monthly Rent: Rs 2,500 - 3,000
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political patronage from the former villages. This translates in-
to either a system of direct governance of rural local bodies 
(gram panchayat) with 20 elected representatives (panchs) 
and a village head (sarpanch), or a hybrid political arrange-
ment in which the former village head emerges as an elected 
councillor. In either case, the former land-owning elites retain 
a special interest in governing the delicate compromise that 
allows the tenement towns to prevail. 

The production of property and urban space through plot-
ting tends to remain deficient in urban qualities due its logic 
of capital and rental maximisation. Roads remain unpaved 
and unlit, and instead of networked provision, water arrives 
through tankers and sewage is collected in septic tanks. 
Furthermore, there is no incentive to create public spaces, 
recreation, or institutions. Gradual improvements come in 
through the system of direct governance that allows for a 
space of reform. The rural local body meets once every four 
months at the village chaupal (public space), pictured be-
low, to make collective decisions regarding budget alloca-
tions. An analysis of the budget data from the website of 
Naharpur Kasan, for example, revealed that 90% of its allo-
cated budget was spent on the paving of new roads, the 
lighting of streets, and the construction of drains and drink-
ing water pipes. While traditional public funds have 
emerged as a primary source for funding extensive im-
provements, a new politics of corporate compromise has 
recently been taking shape in these settlements.

Politics of the corporate compromise

My interactions with migrants in the tenement towns of 
Delhi revealed widespread labour unrest in the region be-
tween 2011 and 2012 (Anurag Kotoky 2012). The migrants 
were protesting not only against the casualisation of work-
ing conditions and anti-unionisation practices of the corpo-
rates, but also against the precarity in their everyday lives. 
In the aftermath of the unrest, as a compromise many cor-
porates started to fund what they call community-develop-
ment plans in the surrounding villages through Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives. Under the new CSR 
regulation enacted under the Indian Companies Act in 
2013, corporates are supposed to spend 2% of their aver-
age net profits on social welfare. 

The Japanese car manufacturer Maruti Suzuki, which runs 
extensive automobile manufacturing operations in the re-
gion, is working in ten settlements under its community-
development initiative. In Naharpur Kasan, projects under 
this programme include a community centre, two water-
treatment plants, a waste-management centre and door-
to-door waste-collection system, a community crematori-
um, a road-cleaning team, and the upgrading of a local 
school. My interactions with the community planners from 
Maruti Suzuki revealed that the investments in the com-
munity help them maintain a fragile peace with the rentiers 
running the village, who in turn ensure that the migrants 
stay docile. Maruti Suzuki is not alone in ensuring the frag-
ile peace through such social programmes; other local 
manufacturers, such as MINDA Systems and Donaldson 
Limited, run similar community programmes. 

Conclusion

As becomes aptly clear from the case of tenement towns 
discussed here and emergent literature on contemporary 

urbanisation, regional and territorial restructuration of cities 
are introducing profound transformations in the country-
side. The open city, in keeping with this, needs critical de-
centring from its overemphasis on conditions of informality 
within the familiar borders of cities. Settlements, conditions 
and processes emerging in the agro-urban peripheries that 
have been deemed traditionally as ‘rural outsides’ offer 
good examples of such exercises in decentring. The ‘plot-
ting urbanism’ of the tenement towns in the Delhi region il-
lustrates how open systems emerge through social negoti-
ations and compromises, in contrast to the closure of the 
contemporary master-planned city/region. While such sys-
tems represent democratic and participatory ways of city 
building, they also masquerade exploitative regimes within, 
such as the systematic exploitation of labour migrants by 
the rentiers in the tenement towns of Delhi region. Thus, in-
stead of triumphant celebration of such ‘open regimes’, 
they must be critically revisited from the perspective of so-
cial justice and uneven development. Furthermore, as the 
case of statistical manipulation in Naharpur Kasan shows, 
the open city needs to break its toponymic rigidity and ex-
tend beyond the official definitions of the urban. 

Although it can be conjectured that the congruent systems 
of opening and closure emerge complimentarily, the exploit-
ative nature of such ‘porous’ regimes needs to be brought 
into question and opened up for reform. The porous re-
gimes of direct governance in the tenement towns provide 
a possible entry point for this, and as the case of corporate 
community development reveals, often the protagonist be-
hind closure can also become enabler of opening. 

The attempt in this paper to visualise the processes 
through which the opening of the tenement town is pro-
duced, serviced and reformed, and its everyday life negoti-
ated, is an effort to move beyond the familiar. It is hoped 
that this can help extend the usefulness of the ‘open city’ 
concept beyond the toponymic terrain of the ‘city’ and to 
trigger further comparative research on porous systems 
and everyday negotiations in open cities elsewhere. 

 
Figure 4. Plotting reforms. 
A picture from the village 
council (Gram Sabha) meet-
ing in January 2019. The 
elected representatives are 
discussing the location for a 
primary health clinic on the 
cadastral plan (khasra plan) 
of the village. Photo: Nitin 
Bathla, 2019.

 
Figure 5. Spaces of corpo-
rate-community compro-
mise. A recently inaugurated 
community hall in Naharpur 
Kasan, sponsored under the 
community-development 
plan of the corporate Maruti 
Suzuki. Photo: Nitin Bathla, 
2019.


